
Backend Developer

Marqii:

Marqii is on a mission to empower hospitality businesses of all sizes to be found online through
easy-to-use listings, menu, & review management.

We’re a SaaS platform designed to help hospitality brands control their location data and menu
content, and track and manage their reviews. With our direct partnerships with 80+ online listing
platforms including Google, Yelp, Apple Maps, Facebook, and Trip Advisor. By increasing the
availability of consistent and accurate information across the Internet, Marqii helps businesses
move closer to the top of "__ near me” search results.

A fast growing early stage (Seed) startup, Marqii currently serves more than 5,000 restaurant
and hospitality business locations across the US. Learn more about us, our team, and our
values at marqii.com.

Marqii is looking for a Backend Developer to be a part of our next stage of technical growth. Our
priority is someone with a learning, growth, and leadership mindset. If this sounds like you but
you’re not sure how your experience measures up, drop us a line anyway!

What You’ll Do:

● Build and operate the systems and services that power the Marqii product experience.
● Take new features from concept to shipped product.
● Come up with new product directions and contribute ideas.
● Interview and recruit more talented engineers to join Driveway as we scale.
● Improve our engineering standards, tooling, and processes.

Who You Are:

● You have 4+ years of development experience—designing and building high-volume,
scalable SaaS applications from end-to-end.

● You have expertise in TypeScript/React, AWS, Postgres and Dynamo development.
● You're driven by impact. You are excited to work on hard problems when they have a big

impact on customer experience.
● You care deeply about the quality of the software and systems you build, but understand

the balance between idealism and pragmatism. You have a desire to work in an
environment which values speed of iteration and individual autonomy.

● You're a problem solver. You can think in systems and work from first principles to design
a solution and take action. You have a strong desire and ability to work through
ambiguity.



● You have excellent technical communication skills. You believe clear, accessible
documentation is just as important as any in-app feature. You enjoy writing and sharing
your knowledge with others. Working in the open is your default.

● You value inclusivity, collaboration, and the freedom to tackle ambitious goals while
having fun.

● If you think you'd be a great fit but aren’t sure if you meet all of these requirements, we
still encourage you to apply!

What We Offer:

$60k - $150k/year
Health/vision/dental Insurance
401K
WFH stipend
Fully remote working environment
Unlimited PTO
Monthly remote team events and yearly in-person events

To apply, please send your resume to people@marqii.com, with the subject line “Backend Dev -
<Your Name> - <breakfast tacos or bagels (whichever your vote is for most perfect breakfast
item)>”

mailto:people@marqii.com

